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Hide and seek among us

Playing hide and seek is a new player-created twist in Among Us that can be a lot of fun. For anyone who wants to give it a try, here's how it all works. With survival and social deduction mechanics already in place, hide and seek in Under Us makes perfect sense. The fan-created game mode is a fun twist on traditional Under-0-1 gameplay. There are a few simple rules to play hide and seek in Among Us,
and players will of course have to agree to play hide-and-seek in advance. With that in mind, here's everything players need to know to enjoy their own game of hide and seek in Under Us. At the beginning of the game, players must hold an emergency meeting to determine who the Impostor is. Although Among Us can be played with multiple Impostors, a Cheater works best for hide and seek play. Once
the Impostor reveals himself, mostly by venting early, players will skip the vote and start hiding. The Impostor usually counts for 15 seconds, although this part can be changed based on the player's preferences. Continue scrolling to keep reading Click the button below to start this article in a quick view. Start now As soon as the Impostor finishes counting, they start looking for crewmates. During The Us
Hide and Seek mode, Crewmates must continue to perform tasks while trying to hide. Cheaters cannot use vents, sabotage or close doors. The use of security cameras and admin consoles are also prohibited. In short, anything that helps people know other players' locations should not be used during hide-and-seek games in Among Us. Rules for Hide and Seek Among Us The fan-made rules for hide-
and-seek play in Among Us also suggest the best ideal settings for players to use. A Twitter account was set up by a group called Among Us Hide and Seek to help people learn the rules quickly. According to that, recommended settings include 1.5-3x speed, 2-5x crewmate visibility with only 0.25x Impostor visibility, and a 15 second kill cooldown. Short kill distance and only 6-9 tasks for crewmates are
also recommended. These settings are a great starting point, but can be changed based on the group and individual player preference. Once hide-and-seek begins, calling emergency meetings and among us votes should be avoided, so players will never gather during the game. To win, the Impostor must kill the Crewmates before completing all their tasks. If Crewmates want to win, they must complete
all tasks before the Impostor can kill them. If there's only one crew member and one impostor left, the impostor wins. In short, playing hide-and-seek is a fun new twist in Among Us. It's great that fans in the community have a have devised way to experience the game. For anyone looking to play hide-and-seek, these rules are a great starting place. However, players can change the rules as the group
deems necessary. Next: Among Us' Best Settings For A Perfect Game Source: HideAmongSeek/Twitter How GTA 6's Setting Will Influence Its Radio Stations &amp; Music Related Topics Game Features PC Among About the Author Austin King (556 Articles Published) More From Austin King A feature of Among us that continues to make the game fun and refreshing is the ability for players to create their
own set of rules and game modes within the original. Players have a custom hide-and-seek game mode with certain rules in addition to the necessary in-game settings. Many versions can be found as friend groups and discord servers begin to form house rules, changing these fan-made game modes further. This can only be played with a group of friends and not random players if there are rules that need
to be followed for games to be successful. Here's everything you need to know to set up your own game of hide and seek with your friends, as well as tips to make the game that much more interesting. Continue scrolling to keep reading Click the button below to start this article in a quick view. Start Hide-and-Search Settings Now There will only be one impostor in a group of 4-10 players. The player's
speed can be changed based on your group's preference, but 1.5x is enough. Keep crewmate vision somewhere between 2-5x and impostor vision at the lowest, 0.25x. It is important to keep the impostor vision much lower from the crew member's chances of survival. Kill cooldown should be anywhere between 10-20, as increasing time will negatively affect impostor win rates. You also want to make sure
you adapt accordingly to your group's skill level. Visual tasks are turned off to add to crewmate stealth. Like the kill cooldown, you adjust the number of tasks to adjust for difficulty, but the recommended tasks are 2 common, 1 long and 3 short. You find that the impostor is winning too much and, in those cases, consider removing the long task. Hiding and searching rules The rules are an essential part of
the game, so everyone should follow them. As soon as the round begins, the impostor announces himself. If you don't play in a phone call, you're going to have an emergency meeting at the beginning and the impostor can announce himself there; Make sure everyone skips to vote. After the impostor is known, they will sabotage lights. Crew members are not allowed to call bodies or emergency meetings.
Once the impostor sabotages lightly, they will wait 20 seconds to give crew members a head start before embarking on their reign of almost blind terror. The lights must not be repaired at any time. Crewmates win after their tasks are completed and the impostor wins after killing enough people. Changing It Up Although the game mode itself is fun, there are a few things you add for more laughs with friends.
The first is to keep open microphones for everyone but the impostor. This is highly recommended as the laughs and screams not the ones to forget. After announcing himself at the beginning, the impostor immediately deafens himself in the voice call so they can't hear the other players. Crewmates can then tell each other where the impostor is, allowing their fellow players to a bit of a lead on the run. Feel
free to let your ghosts keep an open microphone and use task settings to increase or reduce difficulty based on your game's results. Another fun twist to the game is having the impostor sabotage communication instead of lights. This makes being a crewmate a bit more hectic if you don't know what your tasks are and will have to look for them, but with extensive vision, crewmates still have a chance to
walk away. It is advisable to play these with open microphones for everyone except the impostor. Once 2-3 crew stay alive, you are free to repair communication to see what tasks you have missed. Try to change tasks to 1 common and 3 short for this mode, because it gets really chaotic with communication down. Try the ability to get crew members to report bodies to save each other from their deaths.
Make sure everyone still skips to vote during body report meetings. This game mode is due to make some memorable stories among friends, and although it remains a custom game mode, hopefully, it will be officially added to the game. Keep reading: 10 hilariously among us Memes Death Metal reveals the brutal latest state of the Bat family related topics CBR Exclusives Video Games feature among us
about the author Brianna Taylor (38 articles published) More from Brianna Taylor Among Us is one of the trending games worldwide from November 2020, and it is the simplistic approach to the game that owes all the credit. There have been more than millions of players in Under-Us since the end of the summer in 2020. Since the game only includes one theme or one mode of play, many people have
bored bored with the same murder mystery party style. Some of the popular YouTubers such as Cartoonz, Ssundee and The Rawknee Games eventually came up with a new mode in the game called the Hide and Seek mode. No, there is no update or a new mode added to Among Us. It's actually a new set of rules added by the players in-game by tweaking some of the original rules, making the gameplay
much more interesting and fun to play. There are a few sets of rules that define the hide-and-seek format. In this article, we list these few lines and details, which will add a new sensation to the Under-American experience. Among us: Hide-and-search mode rules and formatNote: The Hide and Seek mode in Among Us is only playable with friends and not with random players. Since this mode is nothing but
just a few rules, players should only play with those users who will be able to follow them properly. Here are the set of rules that players must follow in order to and Seek mode to play in Among Us: Image Credits: Samhayo GamingCrewmates will know and be well aware of who the impostor is in the game. Before the game starts, the impostor will stand still and give a countdown of 20 seconds in the
starting point of the lobby, and crewmates are supposed to use those few seconds for a head start to complete their tasks as quickly as they do them can't fix any lights sabotaged by the impostor. Impostors are not allowed to sabotage the card other than turning off the lights. Dead bodies in the game cannot be reported. Emergency meetings cannot be called in the game. Crewmates must complete all
their tasks to win the game before the impostor kills the entire crew. Read also: Five best hiding places in Under UsThe Game Format to follow in Hide and Seek mode Now, after the rules, there are some necessary adjustments to make in the in-game settings of Under Us. Let's take a look at them: In-game settings formatPlayer Speed - 1.5xCrewmate Vision - 5xImpostor Vision - 0.25xKill Cooldown - 20
secondsKill Distance - ShortVisual Tasks - OffCommon tasks - 2Long tasks - 2Short tasks - 3The rules and layout make Under Us much more interesting to play. The impostor will explain him/herself at the beginning of the game and give a countdown, just like the good old Hide and Seek game. Now, when the impostor finishes the countdown, he/she will begin hunting down the crew members to kill them
before they finish all their duties. It's a whole new approach to the game, which increases the adrenaline rush of the players, and hopefully, this mode will be officially added to Under Us in the near future. Read also: Among us: Five best tips to win as an impostor Published 08 Nov 2020, 11:19 IST IST
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